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Strategy General Studies – I

"Every marathon I ran, I knew, I had a faster one
in me".

This general studies-I, is like a marathon with a
huge syllabus but it will import immense
knowledge and satisfaction like a marathon does.

Before discussing anything specific to General
Studies-I, I want to share the basic approach to
answer writing at the main examination. An answer
has three aspects. structure, content and
presentation.

i. Structure : The structure of an answer has 3
components :

a.  Introduction : It presents the question. It is an
opportunity to impress the examiner by hitting
bull's eye by focusing on 'WHY' aspect of
question.

b. Body : In the body part, creation of melting
and sub-heading and its matching with the
demand of the question is important.

  In the body, the ordering (an arrangement) of
content in a priority wise manner is crucial.

 The body should not contain bulky
paragraphs. It should be as straight forward as
possible.

c. Conclusion : It should be a balanced, optimistic,
futuristic and relevant way forward.

ii. Content : Content is the 'King of Answer' because
without content we cannot write proper answers.

There are following issues with respect to content.

a. Conceptual clarity : Understanding of topic
which is sought to provide answers.

b. Articulation : Thinking from broader
perspective and linking other peripheral topics
with the core topics.

c. Use of keywords : By keywords, I mean those
words which examiner seeks in the answer.
These keywords should be underlined, but
unnecessary jargons should be avoided.

d. Straight Forwardness : Since there is a time
limit as well as word limit, so better to be as
specific as possible. For a short question we

get 6 minutes within which 125 words are to be
written while for a long question we get 10
minutes for 200 words.

e. Use of Statistics / data / facts : It gives firmness
to analysis.

f. Directive of Question : By directive, I mean
the tail words such as discuss, comment,
critically analyse etc. The answer should be
according to directive of the question.

iii. Presentation : It the content is the 'King of
Answer', then presentation is the 'Queen'. It's very
difficult to win in chess  (mains examination)
without 'Queen' (presentation).

There are various ways of presentation such as—
a. Bar Diagram : Any data as statistics can be
represented by it. such as, question is about
'Women in Politics',   following bar diagram can be
used.

1952 1985 2015
Time

Women representation in Lok Sabha

78

42

22

b. Pie-Chart : To represent important share of
certain aspects such as in revolt of 1857, half
of sepoy opted for mutiny.

50% of Company’s 
sepoy opted for mutiny

c. Map : For answering a geography question,
map is must but it cannot be used extensively
to answer, questions from other subjects also

UPPCS (Mains) G.S. Ist Paper
Section-I
(History)
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such as swadeshi movement originated in

Bengal and spread to other parts of the country.

Punjab

Delhi Bengal

Bombay

Madras

Lala Lajpat Rai

Syed Haidar Raza

B.G.Tilak

Chidambaram
Pillai

Similarly, other star-shaped, tree-shaped, Venn

diagram etc. can be used to represent certain

aspects to answer.

Now coming back to General Studies-I, for better

understanding, we are dividing it into four parts –

History, Society, Geography and State of Uttar

Pradesh.

i. History : In art and culture unit, there are some

specific diagrams with respect to architecture,

printing, music etc. whose conceptual diagram

should be well prepared.

 For modern, post-independent and world history,

'timeline' is very important. So timeline diagram

can be used.

  For answering questions from history,

introduction should focus more on the context

from which topic has been chosen and, which

forms the background.

  For main body "Before-Event-After (Impact)"

cause format can be followed.

ii. Society : For answering questions based on

society, an understanding of social fabric of is

necessary. What are the social Institutions? How

gender stereotyping and patriarchy are

manifested in these institutions? How

globalisation, urbanisation, digital revolution

have affected them?

 In these questions, the 'keywords' of social

aspects like joint family, patriarchy, agency of

cultural reproduction, culture of silence,

urbanigation, westernisation, sanskritisation etc.,

should be used based on context.

 While giving solutions to the problems, role of

State and role of society (people) both should be

considered. The solution should cover short term

measures as well as long term ones, like to reduce

crime against women, opening of 'Pink Police

Station' is a short term measure while 'Gender

Sensitisation' of society is a long term measure.

  Answer should have strong linkage with current

affairs, various government schemes and portals

can be used for answer writing.

iii. Geography : In Geography, there are some specific

diagrams for concepts like for volcanoes,

earthquake, tsunami, etc. which should be well

prepared.

   Maps of both 'World' and 'Indian' geography

are necessary to show distribution of various

geographical phenomena.

   The impact of human activity on forest, land,

glacier, atmosphere etc., should be discussed

along with the solution.

iv. Uttar Pradesh : The case aspects of history,

society and geography have already discussed.

In this, we need to see things in the context of

Uttar Pradesh.

  Use of map of Uttar Pradesh to show various

industrial, mineral, cultural or political sites.

  Recent policies of Uttar Pradesh Government

such as in the sphere of forests, tourism etc.

should be used along with the schemes of the

Uttar Pradesh Government.

Though General Studies-I has a large syllabus

this book has covered most of the important

aspects. The model answers are complementary

to notes. There are also diagrams. Hopefully the

reader will be benefitted in a large measure.
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" Yunano-Misro-Roma Sab Mit

Gaye Jahan Se,

Ab Tak Magar Hai Baaqi Nam-o-

Nishan Hamara"

– Tarana-e-Hind

     (Allama Iqbal)

Allama Iqbal said about uniqueness of India in

Tarana-e-Hind that Egypt, Mesopotamia, Roman and all

other  civilisations became  extinct but our India still

remains. Jawahar Lal Nehru in Discovery of India said

"Discovery is the key reason that we have survived".

Pluralistic thought, liveliness, adaptability to change and

acceptance of new values are basic features of Indian

culture.

The cultural heritage is the real capital for any nation.

Indian Culture

Continuity and 
change

Rich
Diversity

Unity in
Diversity

Tolerance and 
Social cohesion

Assimilation of 
Various cultures

Figure A : Features of Indian Culture

Balance between 
Materialism &

Spiritualism

The Indian cultural heritage has such assimilation of

different values and cultures that's why adaptability,

cohesion, assimilation and continuity are features of

Indian culture.

The Indian cultural heritage can be divided into two parts :

(i) Tangible (which can be physically experienced)

(ii) Intangible (which can not be experienced

physically)

The tangible art forms can further be divided into

two categories :

(i) Immovable such as architecture

(ii) Movable such as painting, sculpture

 Architecture : It refers to the design and

construction of buildings using various materials

like stone, wood, etc.

The important architectures with respect to

Indian art and culture forms are —

(i) Stupas

(ii) Temples

(iii) Caves, Forts and Non-religious monuments

(iv) Modern Architectures

 Sculpture : It is relatively  small 3-D piece which

represents creativity and imagination.

The important forms of sculptures are —

(i) Bronze image dancing girl (Indus valley)

(ii) Sultanganj Buddha

(iii) Nataraj  image

 Painting : It is an expression of human emotions

by which an artist draws an image of an object.

The important aspects related to Indian paintings

are—

(i) Petroglyphs' of Bhimbetka

(ii) Mural paintings

(iii) Miniature paintings

(iv) Modern Indian paintings

The intangible cultural heritage covers performing

and oral tradition such as music and dance. There

are social traditions such as festival, events,

knowledge and practices such as cultural saying.

 Music : It is a combination of Swara, Raga and

Tala, which represent the soul of any culture.

The important aspects related to Indian music

are—

(i) Hindustani music

(ii) Carnatic music

(iii) Folk music

 Dance : It refers to body movements and gestures

to express sentiments and emotions to the

accompaniment of music.

The important categories of  Indian dance forms

are —

(i) Classical dance

(ii) Folk dance

 Indian Theatre : Dramatic play shows conflict of

desire and duty with well defined phase by using

curtains.

HISTORY OF INDIAN CULTURE

Topics Covered in this Unit
 Architecture  Literature  Art
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 Indian Puppetry : It has strings attached to small

holes in the wooden body (toys) to cause

movement. It is similar to drawn.

Apart from it, there are various rich spiritual stocks

of Indian philosophy like Shad-darshan,

Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism etc. which form the

basis of Indian culture.

Buddhist Stupa

It was built after Mahaparinirvana of Mahatma

Buddha, since there was no concept of  idol worship so

followers collected ashes of Buddha and put it in Stupa.

In Buddhism, Stupa represents the Buddha, the

path to enlightenment and whole universe at the same

time.

Figure-1 represents various aspects of Stupa.

Jataka stories  are depicted on Toran, Wall,

Pradakshina Path. These are ethical and moral stories

related to Buddha's previous birth as Bodhisattava.

As Bodhisattva, he took birth as a man, animal,

and bird etc. and accumulated virtues by performing good

deeds. So he thus attained merit for seeking Niravana in

his last birth as Siddharatha. The famous Jataka  stories

cover six-tusked elephant, great monkey, vessantara,

sama etc.

There are 4 gates in stupa signifying 4 important

events in Gautam Buddha's life. The Pradakshina path

represents the endless cycle of birth and death.

Each entrance turns right angle to axis, thus

movement forms Swastika which is symbol of 'Good'

luck.

Important Buddhist stupas are Sanchi Stupa,

Dhamekh Stupa, Ranabhar Stupa, etc.

Temple

In Indus Valley Civilisation, nature worship was

prevalent while in Vedic period, there was personification

of natural forces such as Indra, Varuna, Agni etc.

In Vedic time Fire  Altar (Yagna) was main form of

worship. Later during Gupta era, Vedic religion was

transformed into Hindu religion.

Following were the reasons for development of

the art of temple.

(i) Mathura art of sculpture : It plays an important

role in depicting gods of idols. Further in order to

protect 'Idol' and 'Yagna ' (Fire Altar), an

architecture was needed thus resulting in the

construction of temple.

(ii) Improvement in Skill and Technology : There was

a gradual upskilling of craftsman and  technology

helped it evolve further.

(iii) Financial Patronage : Many kings and merchant

guilds funded the construction of temple.

Gupta temple depicted stories from 'Puranas'

(inspired from Amaravati art) and Jataka stories. So Gupta

period temples took inspiration from Mathura art as well

as Amaravati Art.

During Gupta period, the  'Nagara' style of temple

was developed and Dashavatar temple of Deogarh is

fine example of it.

In general, there were following features of Nagara

style temple—

1.  Panchayatan Style : In this style, the main 'god' resides

in principal shrine while at four corners, four other gods

reside in subsidiary shrine.

Architecture
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Subsidiary 
shrine

Principal 
shrine

Subsidiary 
shrine

Figure 2 : Panchayatan Style

2. Mandapa : It is the assembly hall in front of principal

shrine.

3.  Shikhara : It is the uppermost part which is of three

types — Latina, Phamasana or Valabhi.

4. Raised Platform : To build temple on higher platform,

stairs are made to reach Mandapa.

Subsidiary 
shrine

Upraised platform

Shikhar

Garbhagriha
(Principal Shrine)

Subsidiary 
shrine

Figure 3 : Dashavatar temple, Deogarh

This Nagara style of temple architecture is further

subdivided into 3 sub-schools due to regional influences

as shown in figure 4.

   

Odisha sub-school

Solanki
 sub-school

Khajuraho
 sub-school

Figure 4 : Three sub-schools under Nagra style

1. Odisha Sub-School

This style is developed in different parts of
Kalinga Empire. It has following features—

 Lavishly decorated exterior wall.

 No use of pillars.

 Shikhar is called Rekha Deul, which is almost
vertical.

 Mandap is called Jagmohan.

 The ground of temple is square in shape.

Examples : Sun temple at Konark, Jagannath

temple at Puri.

2. Khajuraho Sub-School —

Chandel rulers developed a distinct sub-school

as Khajuraho in central parts of India.

It has following features :

  Lavishly decorated both interior and exterior

walls.

  Erotic sculpture inspired by Vatsyayana-

Kamasutra.

  Subsidiary shrine also has Rekh Prasad which

creates impression of mountain range.

  Relatively higher platform on which temple is built.

Examples : Kandariya Mahadeo Temple,

Lakshman temple.

3. Solanki Sub-School —

It prevailed in the northwest part of India,
including Gujarat and Rajasthan under patronage
of Solanki rulers.

Following are its features—

  Simple in nature.

  Garbhagriha is connected with Mandapa both
internally and externally.

  Toran, which is a decorated arched gateway.

  Surya Kund (step well) in the proximity of temple.

  Use of diverse material such as sandstone, soft
marble.

4. Dravidian Style

While Nagara style was evolving in North India,
a distinct style of temple architecture emerged in
peninsular India known as Dravida style.

It started during Pallava dynasty as rock cut
temples, such as Rath temple and later Rashtrakuta
temple but during Chola Period, this Dravidian
style reached its zenith.

Following are the features of Dravidian style :

  High boundary wall which surrounds temple.

  High entrance gateway called Gopuram.

  Panchayatan style which has one principal shrine
with four subsidiary shrines.
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  Vimana at top portion of temple.

  A vestibular tunnel connecting Mandapa to
Garbhagriha.

  Water tank is presented within temple premises.

Vimana

Garbhagriha

Shikhara

Mandapa
(Assembly Hall)Gopuram

Water tank

Figure 5 : Dravidian Style Temple

Subsidiary 
shrine

Example : Brihadeswara temple, Thanjavur.

Difference between Nagara style

 and Dravidian style.

Nagara Style

1. Shikhara style is generally Latina (Rekha-Prasad)
which is an inward curving wall.

        

2. Subsidiary shrine also has shikhar.

3. There is no water tank.

4. There is no boundary wall or Gopuram.

5.  Size of temple is relatively small.

6. It is prevalent in northern India.

 Dravidian Style

1. Vimana style is a stepped pyramid  that rises linearly
rather than in a curve form.

                           

2.  Subsidiary shrine has no Vimana.

3. Water tank is essential feature.

4. There is huge boundary wall and high entrance
gateway called Gopuram.

5. Size of temple is relatively large.

6.  It is prevelant in southern India.

After second Battle of Panipat, Delhi Sultanate

became Pan-Indian empire but it lacked adequate financial

resources. So they started superimposing structures on

the existing monuments creating a confluence of Persian

and Indian style.

Later Mughals were engaged in matrimonial alliance

with Rajputs so Mughals incorporated indigenous

elements and combined with Persian elements.

Indo-Islamic Architecture

Indian elements Persian elements

Trabeate style

Artificial Reservoir
(Bowlis)

Arcuate style

Use of Minar

Arabesque

Jaali work

Calligraphy
Use of local material

Geometrical symmetryLarge window

There are following Persian influences —

1. Arcuate Style

In this style arches and domes are used, such as,
Gol Gumbaj.

Arch

Figure 7 : Arcuate style

2. Use of Minar

It is generally around Mosque for Azaan purpose
such Qutub Minar.

Indo-Islamic Architecture
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Figure 8 : Minar

3. Spacious and massive architecture such as
Buland Darwaza.

4. Calligraphy was used as a means of decoration.

5. Arabesque method : It was used for decoration
and refers to use of geometrical vegetal
ornamentation.

  

Figure 9 : Arabesque

6. Geometrical symmetry in architecture.

7. Jaali work was done so that light can penetrate
into the building.

8. Charbagh style of gardening.

9. Pietra-dura technique in which precious stones
are engraved on the wall.

Literature refers to any form of writing that has
literary merit. It covers wide range of literature including
novels, epics, short stories, drama poetry etc.

There are following important forms of Indian
literatures :

1. Vedas : Veda means knowledge and were compiled
between 1500 BC to 1000 BC.

Vedas

• 10 Mandal • Sacrificial
   rituals

• Melody •  Peace and 
   prosperity

•  Human’s
    daily life

• Book of 
   chant

• Rites and 
   Mantras

• Various hymns
   Gods like

• Indra, Agni

Rigveda Yajuraveda Samaveda Atharvaveda

Figure B : Vedic Literature 

2. Brahmanas : These are commentaries on

particular Vedas.

It explains the symbolic significance of sacred

words used in the rituals.

Example : Aitareya Brahmana and Kaushitaki

Brahmana are associated with Rig Veda.

3. Upanishada : It literally means to sit near the Guru.

 

Literature associated with Vedas

ArayankaUpanishad

Knowledge / Spirituality
Aspect

Ritualistic / Sacrifice
Aspect

Figure C : Upanishad and Arayanka

4. Epic : There are two great epics called Mahakavya

– Ramayana and Mahabharat.

(i)  Ramayana is written by Adikavi Valmiki in

which seven Kanda contain 24,000 verses.

(ii) Mahabharat is written by Ved Vyas, in which

(in current form), there are 18 Parvas containing

1,00,000 verses. It also contains 'The Bhagwata

Gita'.

5. Puranas : It talks about creation and destruction

of universe, trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh

and stories of Kings, Sages, demigods etc.

These are written in form of stories which promote

moral conduct and philosophy.

6. Classical Sanskrit Literature : This is non-vedic

literature.

Classical Sankrit Literature

Drama Poetry Others

Kalidas Kalidas
Charak Samhita

Sushruta Samhita

Sudraka Jayadev

Aryabhatiya

Vishakhadatta

Malvikagnimitra Kumar Sambhav

Mricchakatikam Geet Govinda

Figure D : Classical Sanskrit Literature 

Mudrarakshasa

Vikramorvasiyam Meghaduta

Abhigyana-
Shakuntalam

Raghuvamsa 

Indian Literature
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7. Buddhist Literature : It is divided into two parts

Tripataka and non-canonical literature.

Buddhist Literature

Tripitaka Non-canonical

Vinaya
(Rules and Regulation)

Jataka stories
(Stories of Buddha’s 
 previous birth)

Dipavamsa
(Chronicle of Sri Lanka)

Mahavamsh

Sutta
(Sayings of Buddha)

LalitvistarAbhidhamma
(Philosophical explanation)

Figure E : Important Buddhist Literature 

8. Jain Literature : It is written in prakrit and ardha

Magadhi.

Jain Literature 

Agam Literature Other Literature

12 Angas

12 Upangas

10 Prakirnaka Sutras

Kalpa Sutra

Silappadikaram

Samayasara
4 Mula Sutras

Tattvartha Sutra6 Cheda Sutras

Figure F : Jain Literature 

Painting is rich stock of historical knowledge and a

window of opportunity to meet our ancestors. It is a way

to express emotions and feelings.

 Petroglyphs of Bhimbetka

When basic needs were fulfilled, human felt need

for expressing themselves. Their paintings include human

figures and their routine activities as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10 :Petroglyphs at Bhimbetka

Human Animal

It is to be noted that same canvas is used by
different people of different time periods.

 Mural Paintings

Since 2nd century BC to 10th century AD, extensive
paintings were made on walls called mural.
Following are important painting sites :

1. Ajanta Cave Painting : Both mural and fresco
methods were used. In this painting, tempora style
was utilised. Various Jataka stories depicted
Buddha as Bodhisattva in his previous birth.

2. Ellora Cave Paintings : These are mainly limited
to Kailash temple. In one painting, God Vishnu is
depicted with Goddess Laxmi and a celestial bird,
Garuda.

3. Bagh Paintings : It is an extension of Ajanta
school. The cave number 4 is called Rang Mahal
which depicts Jataka stories.

 Miniature Paintings

This style of painting originated during Pala period

especially related to Vajrayana School in which

'Palm Leaves' were used as manuscript later. In

Mughal period it reached its climax.

Following are features of miniature painting —

  Not larger than 25 square inches.

  Maximum painting size is one-sixth of actual size.

  Human figurine are shown as side profile that's

why they have bulging eyes, pointed nose and

slim waist.

Regional miniature painting also contributed, such

as Bani Thani of  Nihal Chand is called Indian Monalisa.

While Bundi school painted 'Flora' and nature in great

detail. Barahmasa (Twelve months) painting depicts

effects of 12 month on human emotions.

 Modern Indian Paintings

Under European influence various new aspects

were added such as—

 Idea of realism.

 Technique of oil painting.

 Technique of engraving on wood shifting to paper.

 Style of portrait.

 Picture size landscape painting.

 Tradition of painting history.

Painting
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With mixing of European elements with those of

Indian, painting became more live, vibrant and colourful,

such as Patna style (company style), baazar style etc.

Music is the soul of any culture as it represents

spiritual, philosophical and social aspects of a society. It

is said that whole universe is in harmony brought by

sound (music) called 'Nada Brahma'.

The literary traces of music are found in Samaveda,

which talks about seven notes or ragas. The first

reference to music theory is found in Bharat Muni's Natya

Shastra. Later in 13th century A.D. Sarang Dev wrote

Sangeet Ratnakar which defined 264 ragas.

Music

Anatomy Instrument

Swara – Note or scale
              degree

Raga – Ascending or 
            descending order
            of Swara

Membranophone
(Tabla, Dhol)

Aerophone
(Flute, Shehnai)

Solid 
(Manjira)

Chordophone
(Sitar)

Tala – Rythmic grouping

Figure 11 : Aspects of Music

Indian music is divided into two parts – Classical

and Folk as shown in figure 12.

Indian Music

Hindustani Carnatic

Classical Folk

Figure 12 : Indian Music

 Classical Music—

Classical music has well ordered rules and

regulations with respect to Swara, Raga and Tala.

It originated in Bharat Muni's Natya-Shastra. Later

in 14th century it got divided into two streams—

Hindustani and Carnatic, based on two aspects.

  Persian influence

  Possibilities of improvisation

The slope of improvisation led to the formation of

Gharana System in Hindustani music such as

Gwalior Gharana, Banares Gharana, Agra Gharana.

On the other side Carnatic music runs on traditional

octave having fixed rhythmic cycle.

 Folk Music—

India is a multi-cultural and plural society. There

are thousands of regional cultures producing

thousand forms of folk music.

It is based on diverse themes and full of musical

rhythms. It has flexibility with respect to rules. It

has smell of local culture with various events of

life such as birth of a child, marriage, festivals etc.

The Baul Music of Bengal carries influence of

Bhakti movement. 'Alha' of Bundelkhand is heroic

ballad song. Dandiya Ras of Gujarat is saguna

bhakti music.

There is also a co-relation between classical and

folk music. As classical is too rigid so folk brings

liveliness and flexibility whereas classical brings

rules in folk.

As the story goes in Bharat Muni's Natya Shastra.
when Lord Brahma was requested by the gods, he
combined certain aspects of each Veda, as shown in figure
13.

 

Rigaveda 

Yajurveda 

Samaveda 

Atharvaveda 

Pathya (Words)

Abhinaya (Gesture)

Geet (Music)

Rasa (Emotion)

Figure 13 : Creation of Natya Veda

Indian dance has divine importance attached to it
such as —

  Shiva's tandava dance signifies cycle of creation,
preservation and destruction.

  Ardhanarishvar dance is fusion of lasya (faminine)
and tandava (male) and their union.

Music

Dance
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The pre-historic painting of community dancing

at Bhimbetka and bronze dancing girl of Indus

Valley civilisation highlight the importance of

dance. It is an instrument of social entertainment.

Elements of Dance

Basic dance step
without any
expression

Dramatic
representation

Sentiment and
emotion related

to dance

NrityaNritta Natya

Figure 14 : Three elements of dance described 
                   in Abhinaya Darpan

Indian dance is divided into two broad categories
i.e. classical and folk.

 Classical Dance Form

It is governed by basic rules and guidelines laid
down in Natya Shastra. The Guru-Shishya
tradition is the core of classical dance form.

Figure 15 :Various Classical Dance Forms

Bharatanatyam

Odissi

Manipuri

Kathak

Sattriya

Kuchipudi

Mohiniyattam

Kathakali

 Folk Dance Form

Folk Dance Form represents various occassions

of life such as birth, marriage, festival etc.

In harvest season, Jawara dance is performed in

Bundelkhand. The women of Bhil tribe of

Rajasthan perform Ghoomar dance by wearing

clothes of vibrant colour, various festive dances

such as Garba, Dandiya are performed in Gujarat.

  Puppetry is one of the ancient forms of

entertainment. The Harappa culture also had

puppetry. The oldest written, reference to

puppetry is found in Tamil classic 'Silappadi

karam' at 1st or 2nd century B.C.

  It also has Philosophical importance in the Indian

culture. In Bhagvad Gita God has been described

as a Puppeteer, controlling universe with three

strings — (i) Sattav (ii) Rajas (iii) Tamas.

  Stories of puppetry adopted from epics  Ramayana

and Mahabharata, daily life, local legend. It has

fusion of painting, sculpture, music, dance and

drama. However it lacks dedicated audience and

financial security.

There are four categories of puppetry in India:

   i. String puppet : String attached to small holes in

hand, head and back of  body. e.g. Kathaputli :

Rajasthan, absense of legs is unique to it.

  ii. Shadow puppet : Puppet are placed on 'White

Screen'  with light falling from behind, creating a

shadow on screen.

e.g. Ravan Chhaya in Odisha doesn't have any

joint, 8 non-human puppets, tree, animal.

 iii. Glove puppet : Small figures with head and arms

wearing a toy costume e.g. Pavakoothu in Kerala

; influenced by 'Kathakali Dance'.

 iv. Rod Puppet : Controlled by rod by puppeteers

from behind a screen. It is mainly popular in

Eastern India. e.g. Yampuri in Bihar.

Q. Discuss intangible cultural heritage of India,

citing examples.

A. Cultural heritage is the capital of any nation which

includes art, architecture, literature etc. This

precious heritage not only covers the spiritual

aspects but also the social aspects of a society.

Model Q & A

Indian Puppetry
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Cultural Heritage

Tangible

Movable Immovable

Intangible

Painting Music

Festival

Monument

Sculpture Dance  

Event

Archeological
site

Performing art and 
oral tradition

Social traditions

Knowledge and Practices
Cultural sayings

Figure 1 : Cultural Heritage 

Figure shows various tangible and intangible forms of
cultural heritage.

Following are intangible forms of cultural heritage of
India:

1. Dance : It is rhythmic movement of body.

Example : Kalbelia dance of Rajasthan

2. Festival : It is an auspicious occasion.

Example : Navroj festival (Parsi New Year)

3. Events : An event involves performance certain
activities where plays are enacted.

Example : Ramlila, Raslila

4. Music : It is rythmic arrangement of Swar, Laya
and Tal.

Example : Hindustani music, Carnatic music,
Sankirtana

5. Cultural Sayings : In classical language, the
knowledge of a community is recorded as literature
but in folk culture it is passed from generation to
generation.

6. Craftsmanship : Various skilled works on textile,
toys,  bots etc.

Example : Traditional brass and copper crafts of
Punjab.

Q. Discuss various factors which have influenced
Indian music throughout its history.

A. Indian music started its journey from 'Nada
Brahma' of Samaveda. Bharat Muni's Natya
Shastra defined various Shruti (Keys) of music.
Later Sarang Dev's Sangeet Ratnakar described
various notes of North and South India.

There are following factors which influenced

Indian music.

1. Hymns of Samaveda : Original Vedic musical recital

to worship God.

2. Musician like Bharat Muni, Sarang Dev etc.:

They organised and arranged music in a well

ordered way.

3. Persian Elements : It resulted in evolution of

Hindustani music which supports 'Gharana'

system such as Lucknow Gharana.

4. Complementarities of Classical and Folk Music

: There is no rivalry rather both complement and

supplement each other.

5. Iconography : Picturization of Raga and Ragini.

6. Language : Especially Shruti-Smriti tradition.

7. Social Organisation : Such as Gharana system,

Guru-Shishya tradition.

8. Patronage : Political patronage and economic

support.

9. Western music : Various new elements, such as

Hip Hop, Rapping, Pop culture etc. are integrating

due to globalisation.

Q. Discuss various features of Indo-Islamic

Architecture.

A. Indo-Islamic Architecture is combination of

indigenous architecture with Persian elements.

There are following features of Indo-Islamic

architecture.

1. Use of Arch and Dome : Such as Gol Gumbaz of

Bijapur.

Figure 1 : Arch and Dome

 Dome

2. Use of Minar : Usually for performing 'azzan', so

it is built within premises of mosque, such as

Qutub Minar.
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Figure 2 : Minar

3. Use of Calligraphy : Decorative writing style.

4. Jali Work : It signifies importance of light in Islam.
Example : Tomb of Sikandar Lodhi

Figure 3 : Jali work

5. Use of Arabesque : Using geometrical designs

Figure 4 : Arabesque

6. Pietra-dura : Using precious metals and gems for
wall decoration.

7. Charbagh Style : Land is divided in four parts for
gardening and pathways in-between.

Figure 5 : Charbagh style

8. Luxurious and Magnificent building : These
forms of Indo-Islamic architectures are the
valuable heritage not only for historical but also
in socio-cultural set-up.

Q. Discuss main features of Mughal Paintings in
India.

A. Mughal paintings were inspired by 'Safavid'
school of Persian miniature painting since Mughal
considered Persian culture as ideal culture.

Initially Humayun brought two painters : Mir
Sayyid Ali and Abdus Samad from Court of Shah
of Iran. Their paintings had following features:

 Pointed nose

 Side profile

 Slim waist

Later during Akbar's period, whole department of
painting was started. Various illustrated works
such as Akbarnama, Razm (Nama) etc. belong to
that period. Dasvant was famous painter of this
time.

Jahangir was great patron of painting. During his
time, much lighter and subdued tones were used
to achieve perfection. Jahangirnama contains
pictorial illustration of events of the life of Jahangir
as well as natural flora and fauna.

There were following changes :

 Use of calligraphy

 Use of subdued tones

 Richness in colours

European influence on all aspects of Indian life
started during and from Shahjahan's period. The
sensitivity of painting was replaced by coldness
and rigidity and there was unnatural stillness.

Aurangzeb being a religious fanatic ended the art
of painting and later Mughals could not revive it.
But this paved the way for development of Rajput
style.

Q. Paintings have a very long tradition in Indian
history. Discuss

A. Indian paintings started their journey from
petroglyphs of Bimbetaka to Jogimara cave to
murals of Ajanta and Ellora to miniature of

medieval period to modern paintings under

European influence.
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   Petroglyphs of Bhimbetka

After satisfaction of basic human material needs,

human emotions were expressed over cave. The

painting covers representation of varied activities

of  humans, animal hunting, community dancing.

   Mural Painting of Ajanta and Ellora

Mural refers to painting on walls usually cave

walls. It could be done in two ways—

 Fresco (wet plaster)

 Dry plaster

Example : Cave number 17 of Ajanta is called

Chitra (Shala) and  cave number 16 has dying

princess, which are best paintings.

   Miniature Painting of Medieval Period

Miniature paintings started from Pala Period where

stories of Mahayan Buddhism were represented

on Palm leaf. It reached its climax in Mughal and

Rajput style.

Mughal painting includes court scenes, hunting

scenes etc. which were secular with Persian style

while Rajput style was religious in nature such as

– Bani Thani of Kishangarh School.

   Modern Indian Paintings

Under European influence various new aspects

were added such as

  Idea of realism

  Technique of oil paintings

  Technique of engraving from wood to paper

  Style of portrait

These European elements were mixed with

indigenous elements.

Example : Patna style, baazar style etc.

Apart from it, India also has rich folk painting

tradition which represents celebrations marking

harvest season, wedding and birth of a child. Warli

Painting is an example.

Q. Bhakti and Sufi movements brought about great

cultural synthesis and communal harmony.

Discuss.

A. Bhakti and Sufi movement broke orthodoxy and

rigidity of the religion and brought people closer

to God, rather than rituals.

Following are features of these movements which
brought about cultural synthesis and communal
harmony—

1. Against dogmatic interpretation of religious

text—

Sufi Saints rejected the monopoly of Ulema and

Maulavi over Quran. Similarly Bhakti exponents

reinterpreted the holy texts.

2. Based on personal experience—

Meerabai held 'Lord Krishna' as her husband.

Tulsidas dedicated himself to Lord Rama, Sufi

saints declared themselves as 'Anhal Haq' and

believed in Fanna (self-annihilation into God).

3. Music, Songs and Literature as Vehicle of these

movement—

Sufi saints started Sama (musical ceremony) which

includes Qawwali  at Khanqah. Kabir-vani  was a

completely musical recite. Similarly Chaitnya

started 'Kirtan' tradition.

4. Organisation setup—

Sufi saint started 'Silsila' and 'Peer-murad' system

which includes visiting of saints' tomb for Ziyarat.

Similarly Bhakti exponents also followed

institutional structure such as Kabir panthi,

Pushti marg etc.

5. Emphasis on Social Reform—

Both Sufi and Bhakti saints preached against

communalism, casteism and social evils.

Both of them worked towards promoting social

cohesion in the society. There was no restriction

of caste or community to join them. Just like Kabir

said " Jati Pati Pooche Nahi Koi, Hari ko bhaje

so Hari ka hoyi" which means God only sees

devotion, not caste.

3. Discuss the changes that Mahavira brought about

in Jainism.

A. Jainism is a heterodox school of thought which is

closely related to 'Samkhya'  philosophy. Jainism

was founded by 1st Tirthankar Rishabhanatha of

Ikshvaku dynasty.

Later, other Tirthankars, Arishtanemi, Mallinath

etc. enriched Jain philosophy. The 23rd Tirthankar,

'Parshvanath' formalised it which was finalised by

24th Tirthankar, Mahavira.
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